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Coconut Golly Tic
Ettabetta
Sal
Cass

Doc
Hot Rod
Oswald
Alf
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Tac
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Toc
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üä ïë ö

1.

a a a a

2.

e e e e

3.

i i i i

4.

o o o o

5.

u u u u

The letters a, e, i, o, and u are vowels. All the other letters are consonants.  
When a vowel is long, it says its own name.         â      ê      î      ô      û 
These Superkids’ names begin with a short-vowel sound.

Say each picture name, and then mark the vowel as long or short.

2 Warm-up Unit • Lesson 1
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These words have a short-vowel sound in the middle. 

Circle the short-vowel word that names each picture.

hot

hit

hat

4.
flag

frog

fog

5.
pen

pan

pin

6.

leg

log

lug

7.
plug

pig

peg

9.
sack

sick

sock

8.

boss

bass

bus

10.
cluck

clock

clack

12.
list

lost

last

11.

pot

pat

pit

1.
beg

big

bug

2.
desk

duck

disk

3.

sun
jump

mix
trip

fell
best

bag
land

not
spot

üïëä ö
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Mark the vowels in the words as long or short. Then circle the words that tell about  
the pictures.

When a vowel is alone at the end of a word, it is usually long. 

                                       gô       mê       hî       flû
When a vowel is followed by one or more consonants, the vowel  
is usually short.           höt       läst       trïp       cüp       sënd

hi

him

go

got

we

wet

flu

fun

she

shed

so

sock

me

men

he

hen

no

nod

1. 2. 3.

7. 9.8.

4. 5. 6.

4 Warm-up Unit • Lesson 1
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Icky went to camp.

Hi, Mom and Dad,

Camp is a blast!! I am in the Cricket Cabin.

We have bunk beds. I am on the top!

There is LOTS to do here.

We can swim and paddle in the pond.

We can fish off the dock. 

We can go to the craft hut.

I am getting good at tennis.

The camp has a mascot. It is a PIG!!!

He’s called Fred. The last day,  

the camp has a talent show.  

I want to do an act with Fred.

There is no TV here. I do not miss it. 

I do miss you.

XOXO
Icky

5
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When a word has an e at the end and a vowel in the middle, the middle 
vowel is usually long and the e is silent. These are Super e words.

lâke        bîte        hôme        tûne

Trace the blue letters and write the missing letters to complete each Super e word. 

1.

c_k_

2.

n_n_

3.

b_n_
4.

c_t_

5.

n_s_

6.

wh_l_
7.

sn_k_

8.

fl_t_

9.

b_k_

6 Warm-up Unit • Lesson 2
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Remember, a vowel may be long when it’s at the end of the word 
or when there’s a silent e at the end.

mê        nô        nîne        hôme        gâme 

Underline the long-vowel words in Icky’s letter. Then list each word under â, ê, î, or ô to 
show which long-vowel sound the word has.  

Hi, Mom and Dad,

I hope you are well. I still like camp! We went for  

a hike next to a lake. On the path, I saw a snake.  

It was so close, I could have stepped on it. Yikes! 

Well, I have got to go. I can’t be late for dinner.

XXOO 

Icky

â î ô

1.  1.  1.  

2.  2.  2.  

3.  3.  3.  

ê 4.  4.  

1.  

2.  
7Warm-up Unit • Lesson 2
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Doc and her dad took Golly to the park five times. 
They saw lots of different kinds of dogs.

A pug looks a bit like 
a mastiff, but it is 
MUCH smaller. A pug 
likes to hang around 
home and nap.

A bull mastiff is huge. It will not bark 
much. Mastiffs are brave dogs. They want 
their owners to be safe. 

This is a cattle dog. Its name tells  
you what it is good at. It herds 
cattle by nipping at their legs.

A bulldog looks a bit goofy. 
It has wrinkles and a 
pushed-in nose. A bulldog 
will make you smile.  
It is a calm dog.

8
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A mutt is a mix of other dogs. It can be big or 
small, white or black, shaggy or smooth.  
A mutt can be the best dog of all!

Poodles can be different 
sizes. The first poodles 
were water dogs. When 
a hunter shot a duck, a 
poodle would swim to 
get it. Poodles are one of 
the smartest dogs.

Whippets are small and thin—
and fast. In a race, a whippet will 
run faster than most other dogs.   

9
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Trace the blue letters and write the missing vowel to complete each word. Then mark the 
vowel as short or long. 

1.

c_p

2.

l_ke

3.

b_te
4.

h_se

5.

fr_g

6.

gr_pes
7.

tr_ck

8.

m_lk

9.

dr_ve

Remember, vowels have both short sounds and long sounds.  
These words have short-vowel sounds in the middle. 

 länd sënd hïd löck hünt 
These words have long-vowel sounds in the middle.

 lâte thêse hîde rôde tûbe 

10 Warm-up Unit • Lesson 3
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1.  Golly’s  is at Gus and Gert’s gas station.

2.  Golly likes to  the grass and flowers.

3.  Golly can run  . 

4.  Golly also likes to get a  .

5.  Golly likes to sing, but he’s not in  .

6.  Golly has a big  . He will not  . 

7.  Golly likes to get lots of  .

Write the words to complete the sentences about the Superkids’ favorite dog.
hop   home

smell   smile

fast   fake

rid   ride

tune   tub

bit   bite

huge   hugs

smile   mill

11Warm-up Unit • Lesson 3
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Hot Rod visited a cave. Ettabetta asked about it.

“Was the cave just a big hole in the dirt?  
Did you slide on a rope to get in?”

“No. There was no rope. 
There was just a gate  
and some steps.”

“Was the cave dark?  
Was it cramped?  
Did it smell? Was it scary?”

“It wasn’t dark. You get a helmet  
with a lamp on it. You can stand up. It just  
smelled like dirt. It was a bit scary at first, but I really liked it.”

“Did you get lost? Were there fossils? 
Were there bats?”

“I saw a few bats but no fossils. No one gets lost. A man 
showed us around. But there were lots of tunnels. They twisted 
this way and that. You can hike for miles!
 
“But now I have a question. Would you like to come with us 
next time? Then you can check it out for yourself.”

“Yes! I would like that a lot!”

12
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Sometimes, two vowels next to each other stand for a long-vowel sound. 
The letters oa can stand for the long ô sound. 

 rôad flôat grôan côal rôast 
The letters ai can stand for the long â sound. 

 mâil pâid plâin wâit fâint 

Trace the blue letters and write the missing vowel pair to complete each word.

1.

g__l

2.

r__n

3.

s__l
4.

b__t

5.

c__t

6.

p__nt
7.

t__st

8.

j__l

9.

r__d
13Warm-up Unit • Lesson 4
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1.  Icky could fish, swim, and  in the pond.

2.  He sent his mom and dad a letter in the  .

3.  Doc and Golly saw a dog with a fluffy  .

4.  Golly wagged his  . 

5.  Ettabetta can’t  to go to the cave with Hot Rod! 

6.  Did Hot Rod see a bat or a  in the cave? 

7.  In the summer, it’s fun to sail in a  .

Write the words to complete the sentences about the Superkids’ adventures.
goat   float

mail   trail

tail   sail

wail   wait

load   toad

soak   boat

coal   coat

14 Warm-up Unit • Lesson 4
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From: Cass 
To: Grandma Flynn
Date: August 10, 10:03 a.m.
Subject: Look out for wet cats!

Hi, Grandma,

I have big news. I broke my leg!  

This is what happened. I was loading the dishwasher. It was  
raining hard. I heard a wail. Meeeew! Coconut was outside  
on the back steps. I ran to let her in.

Her coat was wet. Her tail was soaked. She looked so sad!  
I rushed out to grab her. But SHE rushed to come in. CRASH!!!!!  

I tripped and tumbled down the steps! It was painful.

Now I must start second grade in a cast. Oh, well. I will not  
moan about it. Coconut was sitting in the window when we  
got back from the doctor’s.      She is sitting in my lap now.  
I think she wants to tell me that my leg will be okay, and  
second grade will be okay too.

XOX
Cass

A Wet Cat
Cass had some bad luck.

15
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Trace and write letters to complete the words in each long e word family.

Two vowels next to each other often stand for a long-vowel sound. When 
you see the letters ee or ea, they usually stand for the long ê sound.

 sêe fêel dêep fêet
 sêa bêad spêak mêan

1.  seed

w___
f___
n___

2.  sheep

d___
k___
sl___

3.  sweet

m___
f___
gr___

4.  bee

s__
tr__
fr__

5.  meal

d___
s___
r___

6.  beak

cr___
l___
w___

7.  beach

t____
r____
p____

8.  treat

n___
h___
s___

16 Warm-up Unit • Lesson 5
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1.  What did Icky say he missed while he was at camp?  

 his TV 
 his mom and dad 
 his pals

2.   What kind of dog did Doc see that is a mix of  
other kinds of dogs?  

 a bulldog 
 a whippet   
 a mutt  

3.  How did Hot Rod feel about the cave he visited?  

 It was too dark and cramped.   
 It was dull. There was nothing to see.   
 At first it was scary, but then he liked it.  

4.  What did Ettabetta say about the cave?  

 She thinks it would be boring.   
 She would really like to go there. 
 She thinks it would be easy to get lost there.    

5.  What news did Cass have for her grandma?  

 She got a prize in a contest.   
 She fell and broke her leg. 
 She lost her cat, Coconut.    

Answer the questions about the stories and informational texts you read. Fill in the circles 
by the correct answers.  Look back at the texts in this book if you need help.

17Warm-up Unit • Lesson 5
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The Painting
Oswald went to an art exhibit.

This painting shows something  
that happened in real life. 

The date was 1776. America was 
in a war with the British. Our 
leader was George Washington. 
His troops had lost lots of battles. 
But Washington had made a plan. 
His men would cross a wide river 
in the dark, while the British were 
still sleeping. Then the Americans 
would attack.

 

It was not easy. There was snow, 
rain, and sleet. The men were 
freezing. But they got across.  
Washington led the attack, and  
the Americans beat the British. 

In the painting, Washington is 
standing in the front of the boat. 
Behind him, the storm is ending. 
The sun is beginning to come out. 
The artist used the sun to say this 
was a day of hope for America. 

18
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Complete the spelling word that matches each clue.

 1.  Dogs and cats have this body part. t___
 2.  This word means to wish. h___
 3.  This is another word for street. r___
 4.  The opposite of “give away.” k___  

 5.  This is something you can play. g___
 6.  This falls in drops from the sky.  r___
 7.  The opposite of cold. h___
 8.  What you do on a bus. r___
 9.  A word that describes kittens. c___  

10.  Glasses help people do this. s__  

11.  Something that sails on the sea. b___  

12.  Rhymes with “peach.” e___  

Spelling List

game

hope

ride

cute

boat

road

tail

rain

each

heat

see

keep

19Warm-up Unit • Lesson 6
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The last swim meet of the summer is next week. Our team’s goal  
is to win! Here is what I’ll do to make our dream come true. 

I will get to the pool early each day. 

I will listen carefully to the coach when she explains things.

I will work on my race dives.  

I will help teach the littlest kids when I can. 

I will stay late and do 10 extra laps. 

I will lift my barbells when I get home.

I will run around the block to make my legs stronger.  
That should help my speed.

I will give my teammates pep talks. We have to 
keep our spirits up!

I will eat well and get lots of sleep. 

We did it!!!!!  

We won the big meet!  

And I swam my best time 

EVER.

Sal’s training plan
Sal was on the swim team.

20
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In summer, trees are green. Bees buzz, and the sun is warm.

I can go out on a boat. I can sail on the sea. I can swim and float. 

I can dig in the sand and fill a pail with shells.

Do you like sweet summer treats? I like ice cream! 

I cannot wait until next summer.

We do

I do

Underline words that have ai, oa, ea, or ee. Then list each word under ai, oa, ea, or ee.

Remember, the letters ai can stand for the long a sound.       tâil       râin 

The letters oa can stand for the long o sound.       bôat       rôad 

The letters ea or ee can stand for the long e sound.       hêat       kêep

ai ea ee

1.  1.  1.  

2.  2.  2.  

3.  3.  3.  

4.  
oa

1. 

2. 
21Warm-up Unit • Lesson 7
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Remember, the letters ai can stand for the long a sound. The a may also be long 
when there is a silent e at the end of a word.

pâil         mâin         pâle         câne

Trace and write letters to complete the long a word in each sentence.

 1.   S__l  your boat on the sea.

 2.  I see a pl_n_  in the sky.

 3.  Apples and plums are on s_l_  this week. 

 4.  What is the d_t_  ?

 5.  I like a pl__n  pizza.

 6.  We like to draw and p__nt  .

 7.  Let’s play a g_m_  .

 8.  What kind of c_k_  do you like best? 

 9.  We saw a big gray wh_l_  .

10.  A letter came in the m__l  .

We do

I do

22 Warm-up Unit • Lesson 7
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Frits got interested in ants. 
Ants are insects. 
They have six 
legs. Their body 
has three parts. 

Ants live with lots of other 
ants in big nests. They care 
for the nest as a big team. 

Most ants are worker ants. 
They look for leaves and 
other stuff to eat. They repair 
the tunnels and keep the 
nest safe. 

One ant is the queen. Her 
job is to lay eggs. Workers 
feed the queen. 

Ants are very strong. They 
can carry things lots bigger 
than they are. If you were as 
strong as an ant you would 
be able to lift three cars!

Ants use smells to speak to one another.  
A smell can tell other ants where to search 
for food. A smell can tell other ants that 
danger is close by. 

1

2

3

23
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Remember, the letters oa can stand for the long o sound. The o may also be 
long when there is a silent e at the end of a word. 

bôat     môan     rôbe     hôme

We do I do

1.  goat

b___
c___
fl___

2.  bone

c___
l___
st___

3.  woke

p___
j___
br___

4.  toad

r___
l___

5.  nose

h___
r___

6.  hole

m___
p___

7.  loan

gr___
m___

8.  rope

h___
sl___

Trace and write letters to complete the words in each long o word family.

24 Warm-up Unit • Lesson 8
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1.  goat

b___
c___
fl___

2.  bone

c___
l___
st___

3.  woke

p___
j___
br___

4.  toad

r___
l___

5.  nose

h___
r___

6.  hole

m___
p___

7.  loan

gr___
m___

8.  rope

h___
sl___

Remember, the long o sound can be spelled in different ways. 
 oa Super e o at the end 
 gôat   rôad stône   jôke gô   sô 

Lead the worker ant to the queen by connecting all the words with the ô sound. 

boat

off

lock

not

song

toad

note

foggy

rob

go

no

pond

odd

on

hitter

loaf

bone

box

hope

soak

cone

top

25Warm-up Unit • Lesson 8
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 greetings from 

New York City

Rockaway Beach

Q u e e n s ,  n e w  Y o r k

Lily Ping

9876 Oak Leaf Trail
Edsel, IL.

Dear Lily,
Hello from Queens! I said I would 
write you a postcard every day. 
Here is the first one! Queens is 
part of New York City. Uncle’s 
home is a block from a beach. 
There is a toad in the yard he 
calls Joan. He says we will go to 
a baseball game next weekend. 
(Not Joan. Just me.) I can’t wait! 
Hugs,
Kate

Lily got lots of postcards from her sister.  
She saved them all. 

26
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Rockaway Beach

Q u e e n s ,  n e w  Y o r k

Dear Lily,

We took the train to the ball 

game. The team was the Mets. 

We had seats by third base! We 

got home late. Joan was in the 

kitchen! (There is a hole in the 

screen.) Uncle says she must have 

needed to get out of the heat. 

He says he may keep her. Joan 

will not get fleas, like a cat.    

Hugs and kisses,

Kate

Lily Ping

9876 Oak Leaf Trail

Edsel, IL.

Lily Ping

9876 Oak Leaf Trail
Edsel, IL.

Dear Lily,
Today I swam in the sea. The 
waves were huge.  We had some 
sweet treats and looked for 
whales. We did not see any, but  
I will keep looking. Joan the toad 
is back in the yard. She is sitting 
on a leaf eating a beetle. I did 
not think life in New York City 
would be like this!
XOXOXOX
Kate

27
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Read each list of words. Write them in ABC order.

Dictionaries list words in alphabetical, or ABC, order. To list words in alphabetical order, 
look at the first letter of each word. If you see a word that starts with a, list it first. Next, 
look for words that start with b, c, and so on. List them in order, based on the first letter.

apples        bananas        dates        lemons        melons      
If two or more words start with the same letter, check the second letter. List the words in 
order based on the second letter.
                                                                           cat        chop        clock        crib       

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

see     boat     game     cute each     hope     tail     heat

ride     each     boat     rain hope     road     keep     rain

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

We do

I do

28 Warm-up Unit • Lesson 9
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When a base word has two vowels followed by a consonant at the end,  
you can just add ing or ed. 

When a base word ends in Super e, drop the e before you add ing or ed. 

Add ing and ed to base words. Remember to drop the Super e when needed.

1.  rain   

2.  hope   

3.  sail   

4.  float   

5.  bake   

6.  heal   

We do

I do

load mail heat need
loading mailed heating needed

smile tame poke save
smiling tamed poking saved

eding

29Warm-up Unit • Lesson 9
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Sea urchins are  
small animals covered 
with spines. The spines 
help protect them. 

This is an eel. It is shaped like a 
snake. It peeks out of a hole. When 
it sees a meal—zap! It leaps up and 
grabs it with its sharp teeth.

This exhibit shows a coral reef. To have a coral reef, 
the sea must be warm. The water must not be deep. 

You can find lots of fish in a coral reef. Small fish like 
to hide in the corals. Big fish like to hunt there. 

Tic, Tac, and Toc visited an aquarium.

This is a ray. A ray is 
flat. It has no bones. 
Some rays like to hide in 
the sand at the bottom 
of the sea. Others have 
fins that look like wings 
when they swim.

30
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This is a parrotfish. 
Parrotfish help keep 
the coral reef clean. 

When lots of 
little fish swim 
together they are 
called a school. 
Being part of 
a school helps 
keep the little 
fish safe from 
big fish that 
would like to eat 
them.

This is a green  
sea turtle. A sea  
turtle can live to be 100!

This is a diver! She puts on  
a mask and jumps into the 
tank to feed the fish. She will 
wave to kids as she floats by.  
Now THAT is a fun job!
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Chapter 1

We do

I do

1.   How did Sal help his team win the swim meet?  

 He got the team a better coach and better swimmers. 
 He yelled at his teammates for not doing well. 
 He got fast and strong, and he helped other kids too.

2.  What did Frits find out about ants?  

 Most are worker ants. 
 Most are queens.   
 Most are very weak.  

3.   Who sent postcards to Lily and why?  

 Her uncle sent them. He wanted Lily to visit.   
 Her sister sent them. She was visiting their uncle.   
 Her friend sent them. She was away at camp.  

4.   What fun job did Tic, Tac, and Toc learn about  
at the aquarium?  

 being a diver who feeds fish   
 being a person who catches and cleans fish 
 being a person who sails fishing boats    

5.  What animal can live to be 100?  

 an eel   
 a sea turtle 
 a parrotfish    

Answer the questions about the stories and informational texts you read. Fill in the circles 
by the correct answers.  Look back at the texts in this book if you need help.
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The Amazon rain forest is in South 
America. It is very hot. There is no 
winter. It rains a lot. This jungle has 
lots of different animals. It has over 
16,000 different kinds of trees.  

Alf explored the Amazon by reading a book.

Chapter 1
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In the Amazon, you can 
float down a wide river in 
a boat. The river twists and 
turns. 

You will drift past lily pads. 
Macaws fly in the sky. Pink 
dolphins swim and play in 
the warm water. 
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In the rain forest, you can 
see blue frogs and dazzling 
butterflies. You may see a 
sloth hanging from a tree 
with a smile on its face. 

You can hike in the rain forest. 
The jungle is thick with vines. 
Tall trees block the sun. The 
trail is soft and damp. Birds 
call. Insects buzz in the heat.
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When the sun goes down in the rain forest, 
it gets very dark. Look up! You will see more 
stars than you have ever seen! Then it is time 
to go to sleep. You can explore the rain forest 
again in the morning. 
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